
We’re all having to make changes to our daily lives during this national crisis. For many of us, that means 
transitioning from going to the office every day to exclusively working from home. So, whether you’re working 
from home for the first time or you’re struggling with the unique difficulties and unexpected stressors that come 
with holding a remote position, we’ve got some practical advice to get you through the rough spots. 

What Everyone 
Should know about 
Working Remotely

Avoid Distractions
All the things that seem like a tick in the “pro” column for working at home can quickly become a “con.” 

The first step to avoiding distractions is to designate one workspace, preferably with a door. Let everyone know 
this is your office, and they and you should treat it as an off-site office. We suggest taping a “Do Not Disturb” sign 
to the door during calls and video conferences. 

Make a list of your biggest distractions and actionable remedies. Unplug the TV, put a sticky note on your 
computer warning you not to shop, check social media, etc., and put your personal phone on airplane mode. 
Play background music or a white noise machine so you’re not jumping up at every sound.  

Set Boundaries
Just like in the off-site workspace, you will experience home office frustrations that stem from not setting the 
appropriate boundaries, especially with your friends and family. Have a conversation with everyone important to you 
that you want to treat your home office the same as an off-site office. Post your work hours on the outside of your 
door or make a calendar invite for your family and friends letting them know when your time is spoken for. 
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Structure Your Day
It’s easy to let a loose structure turn into no structure and a ton of lost productivity. 
The best  way to work from home and also to thrive and succeed from a home office is 
to commit to structure each and every day. The first step is to set work hours, including 
short breaks and a lunch hour. This not only ensures you’re working when you should, 
but it also protects your personal time so you can actually “leave” work each day. 

Create a task list at the end of each day for the next day. Place your task list in plain 
sight and check things off as you go. This keeps you on track when your attention shifts 
from your daily priorities. 



Communicate with Co-Workers
It’s easy to get very comfortable in your own little bubble and forget to share the details with your boss and co-
workers. This becomes even more challenging if you’re a manager with employees that need to hear from you often. 
This sets you up to either slip people’s minds or for them to question your output. Setting up a communication 
schedule is key. 

• Send a daily email to those who need to know your 
progress and priorities. This usually includes your 
boss and others working on the same initiatives. 

•  Let everyone, including your employees, know the 
best way to get in touch with you and when.

•  Always send out-of-office replies when you’re 
taking a day or afternoon off, letting people know 
when you’ll be back.

•  Set up weekly conference calls with employees 
laying out priorities. 

•  If you’re in a virtual meeting, take notes. Ask 
questions where appropriate. Speaking up will keep 
you at the forefront of everyone’s mind.

•  Reach out. It can be to see how they’re doing, 
get clarification about something, or discuss an 
initiative.

•  Set up a work-at-home buddy system. Have a 
weekly conference call to keep each other on task 
and share information.

• Set aside the first and last 30 minutes of each 
workday for checking and replying to emails. If you 
need more urgency, set aside 10 minutes every 
hour.

•  When in doubt, over-communicate.  
Communicating with people you work with 
keeps you and them accustomed to being a tight 
workgroup even if you’re not in the same space.

Fight Isolation
This is a big deal, and a lot of people don’t talk about it. You will feel lonely and alone at some point, and it’s OK. 
You can overcome those feelings by talking to others - often.

• Video chat with your closest work friends weekly.

• Create a work-from-home group and virtually meet at 
least every other week to talk about challenges. 

• Watch all corporate-generated videos to keep you 
connected to the work culture.  

• Make the most of necessary trips outside the house 
by making eye contact, smiling, and waving to 
people you see even if you can’t approach them.

• Anytime you feel like you’re becoming a hermit, go 
outside and get some sun or call someone you have a 
strong connection with. 
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Using Your Employee Assistance Program
You may be working alone at home, but you are not in a vacuum. Your EAP can still support you with any personal 
problem or struggle you experience whether or not it work related. EAP services are free and confidential. 

Permission is given to reproduce and distribute this document with credit to WorkExcel.com.  

Best Practices
Many people have gone before you and successfully navigated working at home. We’ve compiled their best practices 
to help you thrive in this new environment. 

• Go to bed and wake up at the same time each day.
• Make your bed each day.
• Take a shower and get dressed for work each morning the same way you would for the office.
• Stop working at a designated time and close your office.
• Make your workspace comfortable and a place you want to be for eight hours.
• Set a timer for breaks. This makes sure you take them and return on time.


